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Abst rac t - -Termina l -pa i r  reliability (TR) in an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) virtual path 
(VP) network corresponds to probabilistic quantification of robustness between two VP terminators, 
given the VP layout and the failure probabilities of physical links. Existing TR algorithms are shown 
to be unviable for ATM VP networks owing to either high complexities or failure dependency among 
VPs. The goal of the paper is to propose efficient algorithms for the computation of TR between 
two VP terminators by means of variants of path-based and cut-based partition methods which have 
been effectively used for the computation of TR in traditional networks. The first variant, called the 
path-based virtual path reliability (PVPR) algorithm, partitions the search space based on a physical 
path embedding the shortest route of VPs from the source terminator to the destination terminator. 
The second variant, called the cut-based virtual path reliability (CVPR) algorithm, in lieu, performs 
the partition on the basis of a physical cutset separating the source from the remaining terminators. 
In both algorithms, each subproblem is recursively processed by means of partition until the source 
and destination terminators are contracted or disconnected. Experimental results demonstrate hat, 
compared to one promising TR algorithm (called EBRM), both the PVPR and CVPR algorithms 
improve the running time by five orders of magnitude. In particular, the CVPR outperforms EBRM 
more than PVPR does in terms of computation time. The two algorithms and their promising 
results consequently facilitate the real-time computation of the reliability or robustness of ATM VP 
networks.© 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Asynchronous  transfer mode (ATM), Virtual path (VP), Terminal-pair reliability 
(TR), Path-based partition, Cut-based partition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [1-3] has been widely accepted to support the integration 
and economical transport of multirate traffic in broadband integrated services digital networks 
(B-ISDNs) [2]. In particular, the virtual path (VP) concept [4,5] in ATM networks has been 
proposed to significantly reduce control costs by grouping a number of virtual channel (VC) 
connections into a single unit, i.e., a VP connection. In such an ATM VP network, a VC is 
embedded in a concatenation of one or more VPs, and a VP is embedded in a concatenation of
one or more physicM links. Nodes switching and terminating VPs are called VP switches and VP 
terminators (or VC switches), respectively. Switches serving both functions are called VP/VC 
switches. 
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The fundamental dvantage of VPs is the allowance of a large group of VCs to be handled 
as a single unit, resulting in faster processing per connection, lower switching complexity, and 
superior utilization of network resources. An additional advantage is the assurance of network 
reliability despite link failures or network congestion by rerouting those impaired VCs in real 
time to alternative pre-established backup VPs [6,7]. Terminal-pair reliability (TR) in this case 
corresponds to probabilistic quantization ofrobustness ofa given VP layout between any two VP 
terminators. As a result, the success of such real-time restoration of connections from network 
failures and congestion hinges on the efficiency of the TR computation. This paper aims for the 
design of efficient TR algorithms for ATM VP networks. 
Existing TR algorithms [8-19], which have been mostly designed for traditional circuit-switch- 
ed-based networks, can be categorized into two classes. The first class regards link failures as 
independent events, whereas the second class considers failures as dependent events. In the 
first class [8,9,11,16-19], existing algorithms efficiently computed TR by means of the path- 
based [9,11] and the cut-based [8,16] partition methods. These algorithms effectively partition 
the search space and recursively process the generated subproblems until the source and the 
destination are contracted or disconnected. These algorithms are viable but inappropriate for 
ATM VP networks owing to failure dependency among VPs. 
In the second class, the ~ model [12], requiring the specification of an exponential number of 
conditional probabilities of link failures, analyzed TR by chain rule expansion. The Page and 
Perry model [13] appliedthe pivotal decomposition theorem to factor out the dependent failures 
resulting in 0(2 n) of subproblems to be generated, where n is the number of links. Lam and 
Li [14] proposed an event-based reliability model (EBRM) to analyze TR by means of existing 
efficient TR algorithms of the first class with a procedure of transformation augmented. These 
algorithms, which incur high complexity rising exponentially with the number of links, render 
the TR computation for VP networks impracticable. 
In this paper, we propose two efficient algorithms for the computation ofTR between two VP 
terminators by means of variants of the path-based and cut-based partition methods. The first 
variant, called the path-based virtual path reliability (PVPR) algorithm, partitions the search 
space of the problem into a set of subproblems based on a physical path embedding the shortest 
route of VPs from the source terminator to the destination terminator. The second variant, 
called the cut-based virtual path reliability (CVPR) algorithm, instead performs the partition 
on the basis of a physical cutset separating the source from the remaining terminators. In both 
algorithms, each subproblem is recursively processed by means of partition until the source and 
destination terminators are contracted or disconnected. 
By partitioning based on the physical links and effectively reducing the number of generated 
subproblems, the PVPR and CVPR algorithms, as will be shown, dramatically reduce the com- 
putational complexity. Experimental results demonstrate hat, compared to EBRM, both the 
PVPR and CVPR algorithms improve the running time by five orders of magnitude. In partic- 
ular, the CVPR outperforms EBRM more than PVPR does in terms of computation time. The 
CVPR and PVPR algorithms and their promising results consequently facilitate the real-time 
computation ofthe reliability or robustness of ATM VP networks. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of the EBRM 
algorithm and discusses its application to ATM VP networks. The PVPR and CVPR algorithms 
are then formally proposed in Section 3. Experimental results are demonstrated in Section 4. 
Finally, Section 5 gives concluding remarks. 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE EBRM ALGORITHM 
The EBRM algorithm computes reliability subject o independent failure-causing events, each 
occurrence of which causes the simultaneous failures of several network links. Conceptually, the 
algorithm initially expresses the TR measurement as a function of the success/failure probabilities 
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of network links. This can be achieved by means of performing existing TR algorithms assuming 
independent network failures. Each term of the reliability function is then further expanded into 
a function of the occurrence probabilities of the failure-causing events. The algorithm is described 
in more detail via the following example. 
Consider a network (G) with a source (s), a destination (t), and the failure-causing events, as 
shown in Figure 1. Based on an efficient TR algorithm [10], the TR measurement from s to t, 
denoted as Rel(G), can be first expressed as 
Rel(G) = piP5 + P2P6 + p lpap6 + P2P4P5 - p lp2Psp6 - PlP3PsP6 - p lp2p4P5 - p lp2p3p6 
-P2p4P5P6 - PlP2p3P5P6 + PlP2P4P5P6, 
(1) 
where Pi (i = 1 to 6) represents the probability that link e~ is operational. Notice that the 
complexity of deriving such Rel(G) in equation (1) increases exponentially with the number of 
network links. Since the failure-causing events are assumed to be independent, he probability 
that a group of links are all operational is just the product of the nonoccurrence probabilities of 
the events involved. Consequently, Rel(G) can be further expressed as 
Rel(G) = PaPbPe + PaPdpe - PaP~PdPe, (2) 
where p~, x = a, b, c, d, or e, corresponds to the probability of nonoccurrence of failure-causing 
event x. It is also worth noticing that, since the number of product terms in Rel(G) increases 
exponentially with the number of network links, the transformation from equation (1) to (2) 
requires exponential time. 
(a) Network G. 
Failure-Causing Events Pertinent Links 
a e l ,e2  
b ea,e4,e5 
C e3 ,e4  
d e6 
e el,e3,e4,e6 
(b) Failure-causing events and pertinent links. 
Figure 1. An example for illustrating the EBRM algorithm. 
By regarding VPs and physical inks as network links and failure-causing events, respectively, 
the EBRM algorithm can be applied to the computation of TR in ATM VP networks. Unfortu- 
nately, as depicted in the previous example, both deriving a TR expression and transforming a 
VP-based TR expression to a link-based TR expression require time complexities which increase 
exponentially with the number of VPs [20]. Consequently, the EBRM algorithm is impractical 
for ATM networks which often possess a large number of VPs. To alleviate this problem, we 
propose two efficient TR algorithms, namely the PVPR and CVPR algorithms, by means of the 
path-based and the cut-based partition methods described as follows. 
3. PVPR AND CVPR ALGORITHMS 
Generally, the PVPR and CVPR algorithms employ the factoring theorem [13] to partition 
the search space by means of different physical partition bases. Given an ATM network (G) 
with a source terminator (s) and a destination terminator (t), the PVPR algorithm uses the 
physical path (referred to as the shortest s - t  path hereafter) embedding the shortest route of 
VPs from s to t as the partition basis in an attempt o locally minimize the number of generated 
subproblems. In contrast, the CVPR algorithm employs the physical cutset (referred to as the 
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_ ex fVP2  
Source s ~ V P  switch y 
egl'l 7//'z lilt'- vP1 
ve3~e2 
vP /vc  switch x -  I' e5 - Destination t 
VP4 
VP 1 (embedded in {el, e2}) 
VP2 (embedded[ NN,~VP3 (embedded in {e4, e3, e2}) 
in {el, e3} ) ~ . ~  
-- Vp 4 -- 
(embedded in { e5 }) 
(a) An ArM network with a VP layout. (b) Equivalent VP graph G. 
Figure 2. An example of an ATM VP network. 
source cut  hereafter), separating s from the remaining terminators, as the partition basis to reduce 
the complexity of partitioning. In both algorithms, each subproblem is recursively processed by 
means of partition until s and t are contracted or disconnected. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that VPs in network G are unidirectional. The failures of 
physical inks are assumed to be mutually independent. Figure 2a depicts an example of an ATM 
VP network, consisting of a VP/VC switch, a VP switch, and two VP terminators. Moreover, 
Figure 2b shows the equivalent VP graph which will be used throughout the rest of the section. 
Notice that the equivalent VP graph is logically identical to the original ATM VP network. The 
transformation between two graphs requires no computation time and is only illustrated for easier 
illustration purpose. 
3.1. PVPR A lgor i thm 
Initially, let us define the length of a VP to be the number of physical links traversed by 
this VP. The shor tes t  s - t  VP  route is defined as the minimum-length route of VPs from s to t. 
Moreover, the shor tes t  s - t  path is defined as the set of the physical inks comprising the shortest 
s - t  VP route. Now, by the factoring theorem, the TR measurement from s to t in G, i.e., Rel(G), 
can be represented given the shortest s - t  path {el, e2, . . . ,  et }, as 
Rel(G) = ql × Re l (G-  el) +Plq2  x Rel(G* el - e2) + ... 
+Pl . . .P t - lq l  x Rel(G* el * . . . *  et_l - el) +p l  . . .Pt - lPt  × Rel(G* c l * - - -  * et-1 * el), 
where p~ (q~) represents the success (failure) probability of link e~, and "." ( " - " )  represents 
the contracting (deleting) operation of physical inks. A VP emanating from s is contracted if 
all the physical inks used by the VP are contracted, resulting in the contraction of the ending 
terminator of the VP with s. Notice that Rel(G * el * .-. * et-t  * el) is equal to one due to the 
contraction of s and t. Subproblems Rel(G * el * ... * ei-1 - e~), i = 1 to l, are then recursively 
processed by means of partitioning based on the shortest s - t  path until s and t are disconnected. 
The detailed PVPR algorithm is further outlined in Figure 3. 
An example of illustrating how the PVPR algorithm performs for the network given in Figure 2 
is shown in Figure 4. Initially, the shortest s - t  VP route {VP1} and the shortest s - t  path 
{el, e2} can be simply derived according to the existing shortest path algorithms [21] and the 
definition given above. Rel(G) can thus be decomposed as Rel(G) = ql x Rel(G - el) + Plq2 x 
Rel(G * el - e2) + PIP2. Both subproblems ReI(G - el) and Rel(G • el - e2) are continuously 
processed by means of partition until s and t are disconnected. Finally, Rel(G) is expressed as 
Rel(G) = qlP4P3P2 + Plq2P3P5 + PIP2. 
The PVPR algorithm successfully reduces the computational complexity by performing the 
partition on the basis of physical links which usually yield smaller space than that of VPs. 
Notice that, based on the PVPR algorithm, the numbers of subproblems generated by partitioning 
are locally minimized at the expense of executing the path-searching algorithm for finding the 
partition basis in each subproblem. 
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A lgor i thm Rel _PVPR(G) 
Input :  ATM VP network G with source s, destination t, and the failure 
probabilities of the physical inks; 
Output :  Terminal-pair reliability R between s and t; 
Beg in  
R := 0.0; 
factor : :  1.0; 
if s = t re turn  1.0; 
Determine the shortest s-t path {el, e2, . . . ,  el} in G; 
if {el,e2 . . . .  ,e/} ~ q} 
for i :=1  to l do R : :R  + factor × qi x Rel_PVPR(G - ei); 
G::G *ei; 
factor := factor ×Pi; 
endfor  
R := R + factor; 
end i f  
re turn  R; 
End  
Figure 3. The PVPR algorithm. 
Network G . /~  VPI { el, e2 } 
/" ~ VP3~e4, e3, e2} 
VP2{el, e3}l ~ } 
\ ~ "~ I Shortests-tVProute={VP1} 
\ ~ /  Shortest s-tpath={el, e2} • , ~  
Delete e l~ 
Shortest s--t VP route / /~ ~1 
={VP3} [ ~VV3{e4, e3, e2} 
Shortest s-t path \ ~ ~ / 
={e4, e3, e2} \ ~ 7  
eQ*  
Contract el,~ ~:~Contract el and e2 
Detete e2 v 
/~  G"*el-e2 G'el*e2 
(~VP2{e3 } ~ s and t are contracted 
\ ~ A / 
K ~ /  Shortest s-t VP route={ VP2, VP4} 
", v r41efll " Shortest s-tpath={e3, es} 
Delete e3~ Contract e3,~ 
Detete e5 Q 
~:~Contract e3 and e5 
G * e 1 "e2"e 3
s and t axe disconnected 
G*el-e2*e3-e5 
s and t are disconnected 
G*el-e2*e3*e5 
s and t are contracted 
Figure 4. The PVPR algorithm--an example. 
3.2. CVPR A lgor i thm 
In the CVPR algorithm, the partition is performed based on the source  cut ,  defined as the 
set of physical links first encountered by the VPs emanating from s. Given the source cut 
{el, e2 , . . . ,  el}, by the factoring theorem, Rel(G) can be represented as 
Rel(G) =p l  × ReI(G* el) +qlp2 x Re l (G-  el * e2) +. . .  
+ qt . . .q t - lP t  x Rel(G - e l  . . . . .  e t -1  * el)  + ql . . .q l - lqz  x Rel(G - el . . . . .  el-1 - ez), 
where pi (qi) represents the success (failure) probability of link ei and "." ("-")  represents 
the contracting (deleting) operatio n of physical links. Similar to the PVPR algorithm, a VP 
emanating from s is contracted if all the physical inks used by the VP are contracted. Notice 
that Rel(G - et . . . . .  el-1 - el) is equal to zero due to the disconnection between s and t. 
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Algorithm Rel _CVPR(G) 
Input: ATM VP network G with source s, destination t, and the failure 
probabilities of the physical links; 
Output: Terminal-pair reliability R between s and t; 
Begin 
R:=O.O; 
factor :---- 1.0; 
if s = t return 1.0; 
Determine the source cut {el, e2, . . . ,  el} in G; 
if {el,e2 . . . . .  et} 5 ~ 0 
for  i := 1 to l do R := R + factor x Pi × Rel_CVPR(G * ei); 
G:=G-ei; 
factor := factor xqi; 
endfor 
endif 
return R; 
End 
Figure 5. The CVPR algorithm. 
Contract e l /~ 
VP2{el,le3 }~N~ Ve31e4' e3' e2} 
\ ~ / 
\~ /Source  cut=-{el, e41 
Delete el, ~ ~Delete  el and e4 
Contract e4 
G'~I'~PI{e2}~\ 
VP2 {~3 }fl~ ~VP3]{e4, e3. e2} 
N ¢ 
Source cut={e2, e3, e4} ~ 
/~ G-el*e4 G-el-e 4 
( -NN~3{e3:e2 } s and t are discormected 
\ \~ / /Source  cut={ e3 } 
Contract e3~ 
Cr-el*e4*e~  ~ ' \  
( N~.P3{e2~ I 
Source cut={ e2 } \ \ .~ / /  
• ~ 4 t ~  " 
Contract e2 
G-el*e4*e3*e 2 
s and t are contracted 
~ Delete e 3 
G-el*e4-e 3
s and t are disconnected 
~ Delete e2 
G--e I *e4*e3-e2 
s and t are disconnected 
Figure 6. The CVPR algorithm--an example. 
Subproblems Rel(G - el . . . . .  ei-1 * ei), i = 1 to l, are then recursively processed by means of 
part it ioning based on the source cut until s and t are contracted or disconnected. The detailed 
CVPR algorithm is further outlined in Figure 5. 
An example of i l lustrating how the CVPR algorithm performs for the network given in Figure 2 
is shown in Figure 6. Initially, by definitions, the source cut is derived as {el, e4}. Rel(G) is 
then decomposed as Rel(G) = Pl × Rel(G • el) + qlP4 x Rel(G - el * e4). Both subproblems 
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F igure  8. Computat ion  t ime for the  benchmarks .  
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Figure 9. Compamson of the number of subproblems between PVPR and CVPR. 
Rel(G • el) and Rel(G - el * e4) are continuously processed by means of part it ion until s and t 
are contracted (as in G - el * e4 * e3 * e2) or disconnected. Finally, Rel(G) is expressed as 
Rel(G) -- PiP2 + Plq2P3P5 + qlp4p3p2. Compared to the PVPR algorithm, the CVPR algor i thm 
makes no at tempt  to locally minimize the numbers of subproblems, though as will be shown, 
greatly reduces the computat ion t ime for the part it ioning of each subproblem. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
To demonstrate the viabi l ity of our algorithms, we implemented the EBRM,  PVPR,  and CVPR 
algorithms in the C language and executed these algorithms in Sun ServexStat ion 5 using a 
collection of physical network benchmarks [9,13,17-19], as shown in Figure 7. Furthermore,  
for deriving symbolic TR  expressions in the EBRM algorithm, we carried out two versions of 
implementations: S&P-based [10] and D&G-based [11]. Moreover, VP layouts in the benchmarks 
were randomly constructed from sparse to dense (by varying the mean VP out-degree) with mean 
VP lengths near 2.0 in benchmarks 1-9, 3.0 in benchmarks 10-15, and 4.5 in benchmarks 16-18, 
and a standard deviat ion of VP length near 1.0. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the computation time between PVPR and CVPR. 
Figure 8 depicts the computation time (on a logarithmic scale) of the S&P-based EBRM, 
D&G-based EBRM, PVPR, and CVPR algorithms for the benchmarks with different mean VP 
out-degrees. In the figure, we observe that the PVPR and CVPR algorithms outperform both of 
the two versions of the EBRM algorithm for all benchmarks. Essentially, the superiority of the 
PVPR and CVPR algorithms has a pronounced increase with the complexity of the embedded VP 
layout. It is worth noting that computation by PVPR and CVPR for realistic benchmarks can be 
achieved in an order of a few minutes rather than days required by both EBRM algorithms. This 
justifies the practicability of the PVPR and CVPR algorithms for the efficient determination of 
the robustness of any given VP layout. 
We further draw comparisons between the PVPR and CVPR algorithms in terms of the number 
of subproblems and the computation time in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. As shown in Figure 9, 
the number of subproblems generated by PVPR is unsurprisingly lower than that generated by 
CVPR for all the benchmarks. As for the computation time, CVPR outperforms PVPR in most 
of the benchmarks, as shown in Figure 10. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposed the PVPR and CVPR algorithms for the efficient computation of TR in 
ATM VP networks by means of the variants of the path-based and cut-based partition methods, 
respectively. By partitioning based on the physical links and effectively reducing the number 
of generated subproblems, the two algorithms yield significantly low computational complexity 
compared to existing TR algorithms. Experimental results revealed that, compared to S&P-based 
and D&G-based EBRM algorithms, both the CVPR and PVPR algorithms exhibited superior 
performance for all the benchmarks. Moreover, the CVPR algorithm was shown to outperform 
the PVPR algorithm for most of the benchmarks in terms of computation time. 
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